
Encouraging modularity:
Coupling & cohesion
attributes in design quality



12.5 Principles of Coupling

Minimise coupling ⇐⇒ maximise independence.

1. eliminate unnecessary relationships

2. reduce number of necessary relationships

3. tighten the necessary relationships

These properties are desirable because:

1. fewer connections reduce chance of rippling errors

2. allows change of module with minimal effect on others

3. means we don’t have to worry about internal details of
other modules

Low coupling helps to free us so we can treat each module
as a black box, with a well-defined interface.



Classes of coupling

best 1. Normal coupling - coupling by parameters

↓

• Data coupling - elementary parameters

• Stamp coupling - composite data structures

• Control coupling - parameters used to control

behaviour of recipient

2. Global coupling - via globally accessible data

worst 3. Content coupling - direct connection between

internals of modules

Beware of:

• Tramp data - data passed to/from modules that don’t
need it

• Bundling - artificial data structures that disguise broad
coupling

• Hybrid coupling - a parameter has different meanings
for different values



Types of connection

• To make interface between modules easier to under-

stand for humans:

1. Narrow connections - limit data flow

2. Direct connections - make data referencing obvious

3. Local connections - via parameter lists rather than

globals

4. Obvious connections - keep to standard and ex-

pected data formats

5. Flexible connections - to enable change of connec-

tions; rigid example:- where module expects data in

fixed memory location



Types of connection

Narrow (vs. broad) connections
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Narrow (left) and broad (right) connections.



Direct (vs. indirect) connections

Using a data structure called cust details provides an indi-
rect connection, as the programmer needs to know:

struct

cust_details

{

cust_name

cust_address

cust_account_number

}

Local (vs. remote) connections

module(param1, param2, param3, ...)

With a local connection, all the data that are needed are
defined at the point they are used.

A remote connection, on the other hand, is one which uses
global data that are defined elsewhere in the system.



Obvious (vs. obscure) connections

Encode information in standard, well-known format,

e.g.:

• name as Philip Jackson; not Jackson Philip

• phone number as 01483 68-6044; not 01-4836-8604-4

• date as 25/12/06 or Dec 25, 2006; not 06/25/12

Flexible (vs. rigid) connections

An example of a rigid connection is when data has to reside

at a pre-allocated memory location, or a file must be stored

in a specific directory.



Normal coupling

When module A calls module B (which returns back to A),
all information is passed via parameters in the function call,
e.g., [effectiveResistance] = PutInParallel(R1, R2).

Data coupling

Information passed is minimal and essential:

• narrow connections - no unnecessary information

• direct connections - what you see is what you get

• local connections - parameters shown in code at same
place as the function call

• obvious connections - no hidden elements

Avoid tramp data, passing unused data within structures.



Stamp coupling

Stamp coupling occurs when module A passes a compos-

ite data structure to module B. This kind of coupling is

acceptable, but it introduces some remoteness. It can be

useful to hide a broad connection, but we should be careful

not to include any tramp data, wherever possible.

Stamp coupling also introduces dependence between mod-

ules when the composite data structure, or abstract data

type, is changed. For instance, if an extra field is added to

a structure, then the module that is called may also need

to change:

e.g., Initialise(cust details)



Control coupling

Control coupling occurs when module A passes a piece of

data that controls the internal logic of another, module

B: e.g., Initialise(cust details, isDebugMode). A poten-

tial problem is that A must know the internal logic of B,

which introduces some indirectness and obscurity.

This kind of coupling can be acceptable, but it is often

an indication of some other problem in the design, which

could be more fundamental.



Hybrid coupling

The results from different ranges of values for a parameter
can differ completely, with hybrid coupling. For example,

• passing a username like ee51pj returns the record for
an individual student, whereas using ee-year1 returns a
whole list of records; or

• consider a library system that was programmed to dis-
play a list of current loaned items in response to a reg-
istered student’s URN beginning with numbers 0, 1, 2,
3 or 4, but which automatically went into catalogue
maintenance mode for all other numbers (this might be
the desired behaviour of the system, but it is the de-
signer’s role to decouple the meaning of different URNs
from the system behaviour by using different modules).

When a parameter’s meaning is related to a given range of
numbers, it yields an indirect and obscure relationship.



Common coupling

Global data sharing

Global or common coupling results from globally declared
variables, effectively common to all modules. It implies:

• a defect in any module using global data can corrupt
data and affect all modules that use it

• modules become inflexible, using to same identifier for
the data, which restricts reuse

• remoteness: A writes to global data and B reads it later

• difficult system to maintain, because you need first to
identify which modules use which data.

Problem: the actual coupling between modules is hidden!



Database coupling

Database coupling has some similarities with global data

sharing, but

1. databases are non-volatile

2. databases are disciplined and well structured (theory of

relations)

3. transactions are generally narrow and affect only small

specific areas of the data



Content coupling

Content coupling is pathological! It is the worst kind of

coupling, and occurs when module A refers to the inside of

module B in some way. This could be by altering the data

that B uses, or modifying the statements that are to be

executed within B.

Many high-level languages that we use for programming

today simply do not allow this kind of coupling, because it

is so dangerous. However, it is permitted in assembler, and

some of you may be familiar with the use of pointers in C,

which can also sometimes lead to catastrophic failure when

a small bug overwrites the wrong piece of memory!

Content coupling is bad because it implies that module A

needs to know the details of module B’s implementation.

This is the opposite of modularity, and doesn’t allow the

designer to use any component like a black box.



Summary of coupling

best 1. Normal coupling - coupling by parameters

↓

• Data coupling - elementary parameters

• Stamp coupling - composite data structures

• Control coupling - data controls behaviour

2. Global coupling - via globally accessible data

worst 3. Content coupling - connection to module insides



Summary of coupling

Coupling

type

Susceptibility

to rippling

errors

Ease of

modifi-

cation

Ease of

under-

standing

Ease of

module

re-use
Data Variable* Good Good Good

Tramp Poor Medium Medium Poor
Stamp Variable* Medium Medium Medium

Bundling Variable* Medium Poor Poor
Control Medium Poor† Poor† Poor†

Hybrid Medium ‡ Bad Bad Bad
Common Bad Medium Bad Poor
Content Bad Bad Bad Bad

* depends on the breadth (the number of individual items) of
the interface.

† Poor mainly because of concomitant problems in the interface
and the cohesion of one of the modules.

‡ If the convention used in the hybrid data has to be changed,
the ripple effect can be devastating.



12.6 Cohesion

• How activities are related within a module

• Good designs have cohesive modules (high cohesion)

• High cohesion yields modules that reflect functions of

the problem, and tends to reduce coupling



Kinds of cohesion

Scale of cohesion
Functional BEST Black box
Sequential
Communicational
Procedural ↓ Grey box
Temporal
Logical
Coincidental WORST White box

Scales of cohesion, from black box to white box.

out_record
edited
in_record

Write, read
and edit

out_recorduses:
function:

returns: in_record

writes out_record
reads in_record
pads numeric field

of in_record
with zeros

endmodule.

module: write_read_and_edit

Procedural cohesion in a write read and edit module.



• Functional cohesion

– Contains elements that all contribute to one and only

one problem-related task

– Strongly single-minded; must only do what is stated

– e.g., compute cosine of an angle

y = cos(x);

– e.g., read a file header

error = ReadHeader(&fdwav, &format);

angle
its
cosine

cos

file name
file format

Read
header

details

Structure chart descriptions of (left) cosine and (right) read header modules.



• Sequential cohesion

– Elements are involved in activities such that output

from one activity serves as input to the next

– e.g., module Repaint Car

1. clean car body

2. fill in holes in car

3. sand car body

4. apply primer

5. apply final coat

– These must be performed in correct sequence, as the

output of one step is passed as input to the next.



• Communicational cohesion

– Elements contribute to activities that use the same

input or output data

– e.g.,

1. find title of book

2. find price of book

3. find publisher of book

4. find author of book

– All steps use the same input data, in this case.



• Procedural cohesion

– Elements involve different unrelated activities, and
control flows from one activity to the next

– Steps related only by order of events, not function

– e.g.,

1. wash up the dishes

2. prepare turkey for roasting

3. make phone call

4. take shower

5. chop vegetables

6. lay the table

– e.g.,

module: write read and edit

uses: out record

function: write out record

read in record

pad numeric fields of in record with zeros

returns: in record

end.



• Temporal cohesion

– Similar to procedural (for which the order is impor-

tant), as created from a flow chart.

– e.g.,

1. put out milk bottles

2. put out cat

3. turn off television

4. brush teeth

– The steps are related by time (not function), like

initialisation routines that initialise many data struc-

tures in one go.



• Logical cohesion

– Elements contribute to activities of the same gen-

eral category in which the activity to be executed is

selected outside the module

– e.g.,

1. go by car

2. go by train

3. go by boat

4. go by plane

– Steps are related, but only one step (or subset of

steps) used for a particular function call.

– Logically cohesive module contains a number of ac-

tivities of similar kind, of which a subset is picked.

– Acts like a “grab bag” of activities.



• Coincidental cohesion

– No meaningful relationship between activites

– e.g.,

1. fix car

2. bake cake

3. walk dog

4. have beer

– Bad: general IO proc(3, record A, record B, record C);

– Worse: misc proc(4, blank, dummy1, dummy2, trans record);

– Coincidental cohesion is often caused by a misguided

attempt to save effort (time and money), but it

doesn’t work: “lazy people work harder!”



Classification tree
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Adapted from Page-Jones (1980). See also

Fig. 12-11 (Dennis & Wixom, 2003), p. 403.



12.7 Summary of good design properties

• Well structured: consistent with chosen properties

• Simple: to the extent of being as simple as possible

• Efficient: providing functions that can be computed us-
ing available resources

• Adequate: meeting the stated requirements

• Flexible: able to accommodate likely changes in the
requirements

• Practical: module interfaces should provide required
functionality

• Implementable: using current and available software
and hardware

• Standardised: using well-defined and familiar notation



Summary of good design attributes

• Simplicity

• Modularity

• Low coupling

• High cohesion

• Good information hiding



Quality in the design process

• Humphrey’s Levels of Maturity in software development:

1. Initial: ad hoc, even chaotic process. Few steps are
defined, success of project depends on individuals.

2. Repeatable: basic project management used to track
cost, schedule and functionality. Process in place to
re-use successes on similar projects.

3. Defined: management and development of software
documented, standardised and integrated into organ-
isation’s procedures.

4. Managed: both software process and product quality
measured and analysed quantitatively

5. Optimising: continual process improvement from quan-
titative feedback and innovation testing

• Organisations attained levels 1–3, best projects 4–5.



Summary of modular design

• Coupling – between modules

1. normal

– data
– stamp
– control

2. global/common

3. content

• Cohesion – within modules

1. functional

2. sequential

3. communicational

4. procedural

5. temporal

6. logical

7. coincidental

• Summary of design quality evaluation


